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Taper is a change of diameter of a fly line to reduce its visibility and change its distribution 
of mass, which affects energy dissipation. This reduction of energy and diameter down the line 
and leader to the fly determines the rate of turnover and how hard they land on the water. The 
shapes of today’s tapers are elongated cones of varying angles and lengths and can be combined 
to form compound tapers. The first six inches to a foot of a fly line is a level tip intended to 
provide consumable length for making leader connections without getting into the larger 
diameter taper. The front taper has an effect on the rate and force of loop turnover. The shorter 
the taper, the quicker and more forcefully the loop will open. Short tapers can open heavy lead-
ers with heavy flies and deal with wind better than long ones. But they lack delicacy. Long 
distance lines will have a normal front taper around five feet. The belly is the next line section 
and usually contains the majority of mass and greatest diameter. The belly is usually level except 
at least in the case of the Wulff Triangle Taper and the compound saltwater tapers of Scientific 
Anglers. A long belly also delays loop turnover and is good for a distance line. The longer the 
head, the longer it takes to straighten. This makes the line more subject to gravity. Therefore, 
the longer the head, the more likely the fly will tick the water. An integrated line is one piece 
comprised of a head and thinner running line built on a continuous core. It may be one density, 
or made of several coatings of differing densities. A shooting head is sold as an interchangeable 
component that requires a separate shooting line to be attached with a handshake loop. Heads 
and shooting lines can be purchased in varying densities.

A double-taper line has one level belly and a taper and tip at each end, like a mirror image. 
The double taper is reversible if worn or damaged, to increase its useful life. When you cast a 

each different type of taper and each specific line design is aimed at a specific application. knowing how to 
select them can give you great control over your casting and angling.




